New is the story that resignifies and recontextualizes itself in the present time
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The História da Enfermagem Revista Eletrônica (HERE) is a milestone in the development of the history of research in nursing and health in Brazil. It was born, in 2010, from the yearnings of researchers of history, within the scope of the Associação Brasileira de Enfermagem – ABEn (Brazilian association of nursing), to expand and consolidate scientific knowledge, and to disseminate theoretical, philosophical, and methodological methods that converge with the study of historical and sociocultural events.

The dynamics experienced by the issues of new modes of communication, educational approaches, and habits of searching and achieving knowledge draw a new sociability. A recontextualization of its own is noted, from the history of the people who shape it, whether based on paradigms or by the movement of public management, education, health, and economic policies, in which the references for a historical narrative come from the foundations of the New History. It is a writing that approximates and questions the memories and documents, the images/iconographies, the oral testimonies, for the versions and interpretations of the conjunctures, strategies and plots that reveal history as it presents itself, alive and always dynamic.

Therefore, history that is reexplained and recontextualized is new, in such a way as to indicate expectations of transformation in the present daily life of investigative and care practices in health and nursing, evidencing historical knowledge as a constant movement in scientific innovation. The understanding of facts and events that have happened and are historically recognized transforms and expresses the improvement in the design of texts and contexts. It is under this perspective that we present the commitment of the new HERE’s Publishing Committee to expand the historiography in the articles to be submitted and published in this journal. Following this itinerary requires listening, hard work and the monitoring of scientific and editorial trends, as well as the organization of articles, the publication flows and, especially, of those interested in this socialization and recording of science.

There are different aspirations of groups interested in the scientific dissemination in the history of nursing and health, and in the publication process in journals. The focus is on the qualification...
and impact of these productions, and it is the responsibility of the researcher to develop and share knowledge, along with fair and rapid evaluation to the socialization of his product. It is also essential to think of the consumers, readers of these articles, who are searching for current affairs that favor the relevance and innovation of their practices. The journal is expected to be committed to the quality of manuscripts to promote the best impact of the publications in the academic and social environment, through agile work and the use of current strategies and tools that ensure qualification, and meet the demands of multiple social agents.

And what about the expectations of scientific editors in this productive scenario of the history of nursing and health? In this perspective, the editorial is pronounced.

This group of scientific editors of HERE assumed, at the end of 2021, under the requirement to enhance the production of this journal and defend the editorial policy, the responsibility to ensure the mission of the Journal, aiming to offer updated texts, with innovations in the scope of the history of nursing, to achieve impact indexing. Thus, in this context, the Publishing Committee assumes the challenge of making HERE visible in the NATIONAL and INTERNATIONAL scenarios, indicating this scientific journal as a diffuser of nursing science, in the historical theme, for professionals who work in nursing and in the larger area of health. In this way, the possibilities of dissemination and translation of the knowledge produced are amplified.
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